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Introduction.
Let G be a finite group, K a subgroup of G and M a left G-module. Then
for reZ the complete relative homology group Hr(G, K, M) and cohomology
group Hr(G, K, M) are defined in [6]. Let 1 be the unit element of G. For
the case of K={1＼ Hr(G, K, M)^H~r'＼G, K, M) holds. But itis not true that
for any G, K, M and r there exists an isomorphism from Hr(G, K, M) into
H~r-＼G, K, M). In fact, in [6, p. 262] there are G, K and M such that
Hr(G, K, M)=Z/2Z and Hr{G, K, Af)=0 for all reZ. And if we set M=Q/Z
in [6, p. 262], Hr(G, K, M)=0 and Hr(G, K, M)^Z/2Z hold for all reZ.
Let A be an algebra over a commutative ring K and F a subalgebra such
that the ring extension A/F is a Frobenius extension. In section 1 we shall
introduce the complete relative cohomology group Hr(A, F, ―) and homology
group Hr(A, F, ―) for r£Z. When the ring extension F/K is also a Frobenius
extension, We can define a if-homomorphism W%r'. Hr{A, F, (―)A)―>
H~r~＼A, F, ―) for reZ, where A is the Nakayama automorphism. The main
purpose of this paper is to show necessary and sufficientconditions on which
WrA/r is an isomorphism. Theorems 6.3, 7.1 and 7.2 provide the necessary and
sufficientconditions. In section 8 we apply our results to extensions defined by
a finitegroup G and a subgroup K. In generalization of the well-known duality
for Tate cohomology we show that Hr{G, K, ―)=H~r~＼G, K, ―) if and only if
K is a Hall subgroup of G.
1. Complete relative homology.
Throughout this paper, let A be an algebra over a commutative ring K and
F a subalgebra such that the ring extension A/F is a (projective) Frobenius
extension in the sense of [9]. Since A/F is a Frobenius extension, there exist
elements Ru ■■■, Rn, Lu ･■■,Ln in A and a F― F-homomorphism H^Uom(rAr,
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rPr) such that x = '£?=slH(xRi)Li= 'Z?=1RiH(Lix) for all x^A. The pair
(Ri, Li) (l^z'^n) and H are called the dual projective pair as in [1] and Fro-
benius homomorphism of A/F, respectively. Let A0 and F° be the opposite
rings of A and F, respectively. Put P=A<S>k^°, and let S be a subring of P
which is the image of the natural homomorphism F(g>Kro->P. Note that the
ring extension P/S is a Frobenius extension with the dual projective pair
(RiRkLj, Li(g)KRj)) l<Li, j^n) and Frobenius homomorphism H^>KH.
Regard A as a left P-module with the usual way. Then a complete (P, S)-
resolution of A
(1) ...-XT
dr
Xr_i^ ･･･―*Xi
di
d
0
xo―+x
･
＼
A
is a (P, S)-exact sequence with a P-epimorphism s and a P-monomorphism r)
such that Xr is (P, S)-projective for all rsZ and do=7}°s holds. Note that Zr
is also (P, S)-injective since for (projective) Frobenius extensions of rings, the
relative projectivity and injectivityare equivalent by [9, Theorem 7]. Let M
be a left P-module. Then we have the following sequence from (1):
･･･<― Horn (PXU PM) ^― Horn (PX0, PM) *― Horn (PX_U PM) < ,
where we set rfr*(/)=/°^r for /GHom(i>Ir-i, pM). In [8] the r-th complete
cohomology group Hr(A, F, M) is given by Hr(A, F, M)=Ker dr+1*/lm dr*.
We regard Hr(A, F, M) as a K"-module with the usual way. Since left P-modules
can be regarded as right P-modules, (1) gives the following sequence:
diRplM do0pljn d-MplM
■･･ ―> X&pM ">X0RPM ">X.tQpM >
We define the r-th complete relative homology group Hr{A, F, M) as
Ker (<ir(S)pl^)/Im(dr+l^plM)- Since Xr(g)pM is a /C-module, we can regard
Hr(A, r, M) as a AT-module.
We now give a complete (P, S)-resolutionof A, i.e.,(2)in [8] :
(2) ...-Xr
dr
Xr_i-^ ･･･-≫Xi
<*1 do
xo―≫x
･＼
d_i d-r
≫...―≫A_r > A_(r+i)―* ･･･
A
where Xr=A&r ･･･<&rA (r+2 copies)for r^O, X_r=Xr^ for r^l, rfr(xn(^)r･･･
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Rr*r+i)=2tr=o(―l)'*o<8)r -･Rrxtxt+i<8)r ― Rr*r+i for r^l, s(xoRrxi)=x0xu
^(*)=2i RiRrLtx, do=7}°s, d_r(xo0r ― 0rxr) ―2f=o S< (-l)J*0(8)r ■･･0r^t-i
a)rRiRrLiXtRr ･･･Rrxr for r^l.
For the relative complete resolution X of (2) and a left P-module M, we
denote the r-cycle module of X<g>PM by Ci'r(M), and the r-boundary module
of XRPM by Bi'r{M). Then we have //r(^, T, M)=C4/F(M)/BAr/r(M). Ac-
cording to the definition of dr, we have
Proposition 1.1. Let M be a left P-module. Then C4'r{M), Cd[r(M),
Bi'r{M) and Bd[r(M) are K-submodules of {ARrA)RPM such that CJ0'r(M)=
K10rl)0pm|Si (/?i(g)rLi)0pm=O in {ARrA)RPM}, Cd{r(M)= {(10rD^pm＼
^i(RiRrLiRrl)Rpm-5}i aRrRiRrLi)Rpm = Q in (ARrARrA)RPM),
Bi'r{M)= {{lRrl)RpHt (mtxt-xtmt) (finitesum)＼xt&A and wteM} and Bd[r(M)
= IS* {Ri^rL^pm|meM}.
In the sequel let the ring extension F/K be also a Frobenius extension
with the dual projective pair (r,-,/,) and Frobenius homomorphism h. Then
since ring extensions A/F and F/K are Frobenius extensions, the ring exten-
sion A/K is also a Frobenius extension with the dual projective pair {RiVj,ljLt)
and Frobenius homomorphism h°H. Since the natural homomorphisms K<^KK°
-^F<S)KF° and F<S>kF°-^P are monomorphisms and the image of the natural
homomorphism F<S)kF°'^P is the subring S of P, therefore from complete
(S, K)-resolutions of F we have the complete relative cohomology group
Hr(F, K, M) and homology group Hr{F, K, M) for any reZ and any left S-
module M. Moreover we have the complete (S, /O-resolution of F of type (2),
and have Proposition 1.1 for it. Similarly we have the complete relative coho-
mology group Hr(A, K, M) and homology group Hr(A, K, M) from complete
(P, /O-resolutions of A for any reZ and any left P-module M, and have the
complete (P, ZO-resolution of A of type (2).
Since A is a Frobenius /f-algebra,as in [10] we have the Nakayama auto-
morphism A: A―>A such that A(x)―^liJh"H(Rirjx)ljLi for all x<=A. We
denote A"1 by 7. Then 7(x)=SifJ Rtrjh'H(xljLi) holds for all x^A. Through-
out this paper A is the Nakayama automorphism of the Frobenius /("-algebraA
and V is A"1.
2. The homomorphism Wait-
Let L and M be left P-modules. Then since P/K is a Frobenius extension
with the dual projective pair (iv^r,-R≪:/,･<L^,^L^nRi'Vy), we have the trace
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map from Hom(KL, KM) into Horn (PL, PM) which is defined by trace/(x)=
Ili.j.i'.j'(Rii'j<S)Kh'Li')f((ljLi(g)KRi'rj')x)for xgL, where we denote the image
of /eHom(#L, KM) by trace/ as in [9, section 3]. Let M° be the module M
with a new scalar multiplication * as a left P-module such that (xRKy)*m=
(V(x)(g)KA(y))m for x^gP and mGEM. Then in [7, section 4] and [9, section
4], the mapping <p:HomUL, KK)<g)PM0-^Hom (PL, PM) is defined by (p(fRPm)
= [x―≫trace/(x)m], where /GHom (KL, KK) is regarded as an element of
HomUL, KP).
The left P-module M is regarded as a two-sided (A, /O-module. Modifying
the structure of the right ^-module as m-x―mA{x) where meMand x^A, we
obtain a left P-module MA from M. We shall denote m^MA by raA. For the
left P-module L, when we regard Hom(^L, aA) as a left P-module with the
usual way, there is a /C-isomorphism /c:Hom(yjL, aA)(£)pMa^^> Uom(KL, KK)
(g)PM° given by /c(/0PmA) = [x -> /i=//(/(x))](g)Pm and ≪-^(g)pfn) = [x-
St.; Rirjg(ljLiXy]<S)p>n*' Then putting <p―ip"K,we have a /f-homomorphism
(3) 0: Horn CL, 4^)(g)i.MA ―^ Horn (PL, PM)
such that (p(f<S>Pmii)(x) = ^uj/(xRir^mljLi. When Horn (^L, ylyi)0PMA and
Horn (pL, pM) are regarded as functors in P-modules L and M, it is shown by
the conventional argument that <pis natural in each of L and M. When L is
(P, S)-projective, that is, there is an S-module T such that PL<.Q)PP(g)sT,
Horn (a L, aA) is also (P, S)-projective since we have pHomQL, aA)<
0PHom C*P(g)57＼AA) s pHom (AARrTRrA, AA)=PEom(rA, rHom(rT, /-^))s
pHom (rHom (Ar, Fr), rHom(rT, rrRrA))^ PARrHom (rT, rr)RrA^PPRs
Hom(rT, rF). Therefore for any complete (P, S)-resolution X of A, since the
complex Horn {AX, aA) is a (P, S)-exact sequence by [8, Proposition 1.1], it is
also a complete (P, S)-resolution of A such that the r-th component is
Horn (aX-t-i, a A). Hence <pinduces /f-homomorphisms
WAir : Hr{A, T, MA) -^ H~r-＼A, F, M)
for reZ.
Let Q-*L-* M―> N-^Q be a (P, S)-exact sequence. Then the sequence 0―*
LA ―>MA -^ iVA-^0 is also (F, S)-exact. Then the connecting homomorphisms
dr: //r(^, r, N)^Hr+＼A, F, L) and aA : Hr(A, F, NA)-//r_1(J, T, LA) are in-
duced for all reZ with the usual way. Since <J>of (3) is natural in each of L
and M, we obtain
Proposition 2.1. Let 0-*L^M-^JV->0 be a (P, S)-exact sequence. Then
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for the connecting homomorphisms dr: Hr(A, F, JV)―>Hr+1(A, F, L) and
d*: Hr(A, F, N^Hr^U, F, LA), W^Thd^d^-^W^r holds for r<=Z.
For the module Xr of (2), as in [8], we have a P-isomorphism <pr'.Xr-^->
HomOLr.,, aA) for rsZ such that (pr(x0<g>r･･･(8)r*r<r>)=W>Rr ･■･(SJr^tcr)-*
4,/7(- i/aCr,_1i/a(7.)X0)x1) -)*,(r)], ^71(/) = Si0,...,frCr)_1^to(8)r ･･･0r^r(r).10r
f(l<g)rLtr(r)..(^r - (Slri J, where we put
r+1 for r^O,
―r for r<0.
Then for the /'-homomorphism dr of (2) we have ^>r_i°dr=(―l)rd*r°(prwhere
d*r: Horn (aX-t-u ^)-≫Hom (aX-t, aA). Therefore when we put the plus and
minus sign a{ ) such that
f + for the case of r=0 or 3 (modulo 4),
[ ― for the case of r=l or 2 (modulo 4),
{o(r)(pr}r<=zis a chain map from X into Horn (aX, aA). Hence composing <p of
(3) with o{r){pT(&p＼Mh, we can consider that ＼A,r is induced by the if-homo-
morphism
(4) <J)rAlr: XrRPMA ―> Horn (PX_r.u PM)
such that ^/r((^oRr--(8)rxT(r))(g)pmA)Uo(8)r---(8)r^(r))=Si,j<?(^o^(-"//(^r(r)-i-
H(L(r)Ririxn)x,)---)xT(r)mLLi for reZ, x,-,L^A and rael.
3. Homomorphisms of complete relative homology.
Let Y be a complete (P, /C)-resolutionof A and M a left P-module. Then
we have the /C-homomorphisms of change of rings, that is,
(5) Hr(YRsM) ―* Hr{YRPM)=HT{A, K, M)
for reZ. Since P is S-projective, Y is also a complete (5, /f)-resolutionof A.
So the natural inclusion F-^A induces /C-homomorphisms
(6) Hr{r, K, M) ―> Hr(YRsM)
for reZ. Then composing (5) with (6), we have K-homomorphisms
Corr: Hr{r, K, M) ―> Hr{A, K, M)
for reZ. Since Y is also a complete (S, ZO-resolution of A, the Frobenius
homornorphism of A/F H: A-^F induces /C-homomorphisms
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(7) Hr(YRsM) ―> Hr{r, K, M)
for reZ. Since the dual projective pair of the Frobenius extension P/S is
{R^kLj, Li(g)KR}), we can define a chain map F0FM-^F0sM such as y(g)Pm
-+11i.jy-(Ri<3)KLJ)Rs(Li<g)KRJ)-m='£ijLjyRiRsLimRJ for y^Yr and raeM,
and this chain map induces the /C-homomorphisms
(8) Hr(A, K, M) ―> Hr(YRsM)
for reZ. Composing (7) with (8), for reZ we have /<"-homomorphisms
Resr: Hr(A, K, M) ―> Hr{r, K, M).
Let X (resp. Y) be a complete (P, S)- (resp. (P, /£)-)resolution of J with
the differentiation d={dr} (resp. c = {cr}) and the P-epimorphism s:^0-^^
(resp. 8: Fo-*^). Then the identity homomorphism of A induces the following
commutative diagram:
C＼ Co C-i
(9)
＼ t
8＼
is/
di d0
ff-1 <?-2
as (4) in [8]. Let M be a left P-module. Then from the positive part of the
diagram (9), we have if-homomorphisms
Defr: Hr{A, K, M) ―> Hr{A, F, M)
for r^l. Since d(g)plM is an epimorphism, for any element a^X0<S>PM there
is an element /3eyo(g)pM such that (s(£)pIm)(a)―(d<^PlM) (jS)holds. Therefore
we can define a /f-homomorphism r : X0(£)pM/Im (d&PlM)->Y0(£)pM/lm (c&pIm)
such that r(a)=j3, where stands for the residue classes. Then we have the
following commutative diagram from the diagram (9):
(10)
0 ―> Y0<g>PM/lm (c&pIm)
0 ―> X^pM/lmid^plu)
co(S>plif
K_i(8)pM > Y_20PM >■■■
I
ff_i(g)j≫ljr
|
G-2RpIm
X_XRPM > Z_2(g)pM >■■■
doQypi-M
where coRPlM and do<g)PlMare homomorphisms induced by co^>PlM and do(g>Plu
respectivelywith the usual way. Taking the homology of thisdiagram, for
r^O we have K-homomorphisms
Infr:HJA, T, M) ―> HJA. K, M).
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Proposition 3.1. Let 0-^L->M->iV-^0 be a (P, K)-exact sequence. Then
for the connecting homomorphisms di: Hr{A, K, N)-^Hr_x{A, K, L) and
d{: Hr(F, K, N)-^Hr^{F, K, L), we have
(i) d^Cor^CoiY^odC,
(ii) d^oRes^ReSi-iod^
/ 8for all r^Z. Let 0-*L ―>M ―>N-*0 be a (P, S)-exact sequence. Then for the
connecting homomorphisms dr: Hr(A, F, N)->Hr-i(A, F, L) and di: Hr(A, K, N)
■^Hr-X{A,K, L), we have
(iii) 3roDefr=Defr_!°^ for r^2,
(iv) 3^Infr=Infr_!o9r for r^O,
(v) Infno&oDef^df
Proof. Since /f-homomorphisms (5),(6),(7) and (8) commute with connect-
ing homomorphisms, the composite homomorphisms Cor and Res also commute
with them. Hence (i) and (ii) hold, (iii)follows from the definition. When
Y^pM/lm (Ci0pljif)and X^PM/＼m (d^plsi) in the diagram (10) are regarded
as functors covariant in M, they are right exact functors, and r in (10) is a
natural transformation. Therefore by the conventional argument (iv) holds.
Put 9x°Defi(a)=^ and di{a)―f for (v), where ~ stands for the residue classes.
Then we can choose f} and y such that /9= (ffoRi>lz.X7')for a0 in (9). Hence
Info-di°Defi(a)=f=dfta) holds.
It is easy to see that Cor, Res, Inf and Def are independent of the choice
of relative complete resolutions. Therefore they are computable from the rela-
tive complete resolutions of type (2). Then we have the following proposition.
Proposition 3.2. Let M be a left P-module, and take the relative complete
resolutionsof type (2). Then
Inf0: CA'r(M)/BA'r(M)―> CA'K(M)/BA'K(M),
Inf_!: CA[r{M)/BAl1r(M) ―> CA{K(M)/BA{K(M),
Cor_!: C£[K(M)/B£[K(M) ―> C*[K(M)/Bi{K(M),
Reso: Ci'K{M)/BAaiK{M) ―> C{'K{M)/Bra'K{M)
satisfy Info(('10rl)0i.m) = (10*1)R^, Inf_1((lRrl)0i≫7w)= Sy (rj<g)Klj)<g)pm,
Cor_1((10Jfl)0sm) = Si (7(Li)0x/?i)0Pw ancf Reso((10≪:l)0i≫m)= Si (10*1)
<g)sLimRi, where ~ stands for the residue classes and 7 zs A"1 as m section 1.
Proof. Since we took the relative complete resolutions of type (2), for s
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and d in (9), s(10rl)=l and a(10xl)=l hold. So we have Info((10rl)0i≫m)=
(10irl)0/>m. We can take <r_r in (9) for r^l such that ff_r(xo0r ･･･0r*r)=
Sio.....^-! xorjoR kIjqX^j^k ■■■RKlir^xr. So we have Inf_i((10rl)0/≫m) =
Si ir^Klj^pm. Let F (resp. Z) be the complete (P, K)- (resp. (S, K)-) resolu-
tion of A (resp. F) of type (2). Then for the /<"-homomorphism (6), we need
the chain map F: Z^Y over the natural inclusion F^A. Put F―{Fr)r^z where
Fr is the right S-homomorphism of Zr to Yr. Then we can take Fr such that
F-r{zoRK ･･･(8)^r)=Si0.....ir_1 ^V(Lio)0ifi?<oe17(Lil)(g)ff ･･･(8)^i?<r_^r for r^l.
Therefore Cor_1((10jrl)0Pm)= S* (7(Li)0y/?i)(g)i≫m holds. For the /C-homo-
morphism (7), we need the chain map G : Y―>Z over the Frobenius homomor-
phism Hi A-*F. Put G―{Gr)r&z where Gr is the right S-homomorphism of Yr
to Zr. We can take Gr such that Gr{y0RK ･･･0x^+0=S*0.-.<r H(y*Ri<)RK
H(LiQy1Ril)^K-^KH(Liryr+1) for r^O. Therefore Reso((10*l)0i.m) =
Si (10irl)0sL(mi?i holds.
4. W and homomorphisms Res, Cor, Inf and Def.
Let A and C be rings and B a subring of A. We consider a family of
covariantfunctors T={Tt}iez from the category of ^4-modulesto the category
of C-modu!es with connecting homomorphisms 9: Ti(M3)-^Ti_1(Mi)defined for
each (A, 5)-exact sequence 0-^M1->M2-*M3-^0, and satisfyingthe following
conditions(11) and (12):
(11) The sequence
a
> Tt(Mi) ―* TAM,) ―> Tt(Mt) ―> T.M) ―^ -
is exact.
(12) If
0―■Mx
I
M2 ―> M3 ―> 0
1 1
0 ―> Nt ―>NZ ―> Ns ―> 0
is a commutative diagram of (A, 5)-exact rows, then, for j'gZ, the following
diagram is commutative
Tt(M5)
1
Tt(Nt) ~r
Tt
Tt
-i(Afi)
I
-i(AM
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This family of functors is a relativizedversion of "connected sequence of func-
tors" in [2] or "9-foncteurs" in [4]. Let U be also a family of functors which
satisfiesthe conditions (11) and (12). When a sequence of natural transforma-
tions fi: Ti-≫Ui satisfies a condition, that is, for any (A 5)-exact sequence
0―≫Mi->M2-+M3-^0, the diagram
d
Tt(Mt)
d
Tt.M)
Ut(Mt) ―* Ui^Mx)
is commutative, we call {/*} a map from T to U. Then the following proposi-
tion holds by the same way as [2, Proposition 5.2 in Chapter III] and [4, Pro-
Dnsition 2.2.11.
Proposition 4.1. Let T and U be families of covariant functors which
satisfy the conditions(11) and (12). When a natural transformation fio: Tio-^Uio
is given for some io^Z,
(0 fi0 extends uniquely to a map {/<} : T-*U defined for all i<i0 if Tt(N)
―0 holds for alli<.i0 and any (A, B)-injective module N,
(ii) ft0 extends uniquely to a map {ft} : T-^U defined for alli^i0 if Ui(N)
=0 holds for all i>i0 and any (A, B)-projective module N.
Let Q be a subring of P which is the image of the natural homomorphism
r(&KA°-^P. Note that Q is isomorphic to r<g)KA°and the ring extension P/Q
is a Frnbenius extension.
Lemma 4.2. Let M be a {P, Q)-projective module. Then for any r^Z
Hr(A, r, M)=0 and Hr(A, r, M)=0 hold. These equations also hold for MA.
Proof. Let X be a complete (P, S)-resolution of A. Then [8, Proposition
1.1] shows that X is (P, £?)-exact. Since P/Q is a Frobenius extension, M is
(P, 0)-injective. Hence Horn (PX, PM) is an exact complex, and thus Hr(A, F, M)
=0 holds. Regard the differentiations of X as right P-homomorphisms. Then
[8, Proposition 1.1] also shows that X is (P, Q)-exact. Hence X<g)PM is an
exact complex, and thus Hr(A, F, M)―0 holds. M is (P, Q)-projective, i.e.,
there is a Q-module iV such that pM<0P(P(g)QN) holds. Then we have
PM*<RP(P<g>QN)A = P(ARrN)*=PARrNA=PPRQN＼ So MA is (P, (?)-projec-
t-iw Hf≫nr.pthis lemrna also holds for MA.
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The natural homomorphisms K<g>KA°-^P and K§§Kr°-*P are monomorphisms
since A0 and F" are i^-projective. So we can regard K<giKA0 and KRKr° as
subrings of P and S, respectively. Moreover the ring extensions P/K<g)KA° and
S/KRKr° are Frobenius extensions. Therefore by the same way as Lemma
4.2, the following corollary follows from [8, Proposition 1.11.
Corollary 4.3. Let M be a (P, KRKA°)-projectivemodule. Then for any
r^Z, Hr(A, K, M)=0, Hr(A, K, MA)=0, Hr(F, K, Af)=O and Hr(r, K, MA)=0
hold.
Proof. When M is regarded as a left S-module, M is (S, KRKr°)-vw')ec-
tivesince A is T-projective. Therefore Hr(r, K, M)=0 and Hr(r, K, MA)=0
also hold.
In [8], for a left P-module M, we have defined /C-homomorphisms
Resr: Hr(A, K, M)^Hr(r, K, M) for reZ, Corr: HT{.r, K, M)-+Hr(A, K, M)
for reZ, Inf : Hr{A, F, M)^Hr(A, K, M) for r^l and Def : Hr(A, K, M)->
Hr(A, F, M) for r^O. For these homomorphisms, the following holds.
Lemma 4.4. Let M be a left P-module, and take the relative complete re.
solutionsof type (2). Then we have
Cor°(/)={y&Kyx ―■>Si ^o^/d^DL^i],
Def °(#)=[xo0r^i ―> g(xoRKxj],
Res-1(fe)=[z≫Rirz1―^ Si AjUoL^jtAC/?*)^)] ,
where stands for residue classes.
Proof. The proofs about Cor0 and Def°are given in [8, Proposition 2.2].
Let Y (resp. Z) be the complete (P, K)- (resp. (S, K)-) resolution of A (resp.
F) of type (2). Then the identity homomorphism of A induces a chain map
G : Z<S>rA-^Y which consists of left Q-homomorphisms. Put G―{Gr}r^z where
Gr:ZrRrA-+Yr. Take Gr such that G.r{(z0RK ■■■<g>*2rX8>W)=2io.....ir_1z<>Lto
RK&(Ri0)ziLil(8)K-<g)KA(Rir_1)zrX for r^l. Then Res' ＼k)= [zM^^
Si k{z0Li<g)K&(Ri)zi)~＼holds by the definition of Res in [8].
By the same argument as in section 2 we have the if-homomorphisms
V'aik: Hr(A, K, M*)-+H-r-＼A, K, M) and WrriK:Hr(r, K, N*)-^H-r-＼r, K, N)
for r^Z, any left P-module M and S-module N. Note that the restrictionof
A to F is the Nakayama automorphism of the Frobenius K-algebra F. Then
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Proposition 4.5. Let M be a left P-module. Then for the K-homomorphisms
Corr, Resr, Defr and Infr of MA, we have the equations
( i) FWCorr=Cor-'-1°Ff/7, for any r<=Z,
(ii) WhK-'ReSr^Res-'-'oW^/K for any r^Z,
(iii) Vhr'Det^Def-'-i.VhK for r^l,
(iv) W-Alr=VeV-'oW-A}K°＼nf_r for r=0, 1,
(v) Wir^lnf.^lnr-'oW-AJr for r>2.
Proof. By (4), Proposition 3.2 and Lemma 4.4,(i),(ii)and (iv) hold for
the cases of r――1, r=0 and r―＼, respectively. All the composite Zf-homo-
morphisms in the equations above commute with connecting homomorphisms by
Propositions 2.1, 3.1 and [8, Lemmas 2.5 and 3.8]. Therefore the uniqueness
of Proposition 4.1 and Corollary 4.3 shows that (i) and (ii)hold. Similarly the
uniqueness of Proposition 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 shows that (iv) holds. The case
of r=l of (iii)also holds. In fact, for the (P, <?)-exact sequence
(13) 0―>Ker£―> PRQM ―> M ―-*0,
where £is a P-homomorphism such that £(p<8>Qiri)=p-m, we have the connect-
ing homomorphisms d$ : Hr(A, F, MA)->//r_x(A, T, (Ker £)A),dr: Hr{A, F, M)―
Hr+＼A, r, Ker£), d±A:Hr(A, K, M*)^Hr-i(A,K,(Ker$)A) and drA:Hr{A,K,M)
-≫Hr+1(A, K, Kerf) for all reZ. Then by (iv) of this proposition and Proposi-
tion 3.1 (v) we have r^/r'Def^FV^Def^Def-^V'Info^Def^
Def-1°W°A/K'>dA1-A=Def-1°d22oW1A/K=d-zoDef-2°W1A/K.Since d~2 is an isomorphism
by Lemma 4.2, the case of r―＼ also holds. Similarly by using the connecting
homomorphisms of the (P, Q)-exact sequence
r
(14) 0 ―> M ―> Horn (QP, QM) ―> Coker r ―> 0,
where r(m)= [/>―>/>-m],the case of r=2 of (v) also holds by (iv) of this pro-
position and [8, Lemma 3.8 (ii)]. Therefore (iii)and (v) also hold by the uni-
nueness of Prooosition 4.1 and Lemma 4.2.
5. Fundamental exact sequences.
We now show that we can define Corr by another way. Let Y and Z be
a complete (P, /O-resolution of A and a complete (S, /O-resolution of F, respec-
tively. For the subring Q of P in section A, ARrZ is a complete (Q, ir-
resolution of the right Q-module A. Since Y is also a complete (Q, KYresolu-
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tionof A, the identityhomomorphism of A induces
(15) HT{{ARrZ)RQM)^Hr{YRQM)
for any left (^-module M and rsZ. And we have Hr((A(&rZ)(g)QM)^
Hr{{ZRsQ)RQM)^Hr(ZRsM)=Hr(r, K, M) with theusual way. Hence forreZ
thereis an isomorphism
(16) sr:Hr(r, K, M) -^ Hr{YRQM)
Lemma 5.1. Let M be a left P-module. Then Corr and Resr coincide with
the following composite homomorphisms (17) and (18), respectively:
(17) Hr(F, K, M) -^> Hr(YRQM) -+ Hr(A, K, M),
Sr
(18) Hr(A, K, M) ―> Hr{YRQM) -^* Hr(F, K, M),
S~rl
where Hr(YRQM)-+Hr(A, K, M) is induced by the K-homomorphisms of change
of rings, that is, Yr<S)QM^Yr<S)pM, and Hr(A, K, M)^Hr(YRQM) is induced by
a chain map tc:Y<S>PM-*Y<^QM such that /c(y(S>pm)=J}iyRi^qLim for y^Yr
and meM.
Proof. Let F: Z―>Y be the chain map over the natural inclusion F-*A
which induces the if-homomorphism (6), and G: Y―*Z the chain map over
H: A-*F which induces the iC-homomorphism (7). Then the isomorphism (15)
is induced by a chain map Ff: A<S>rZ-^Y such that F'{XRrz)=XF{z), and the
inverse isomorphism of (15)is induced by a chain map G': Y-^A<S>rZ such that
G'(y)=Y!ii Ri<S)rG(Liy). Using these chain maps F' and G', we can see that
the ZT-homomorphism (17) is induced by the chain map F" : ZRSM-+YRPM such
that F"(zRsm)=F(z)Rpm, and the if-homomorphism (18)is induced by the chain
map G" : 7(g)FM―Z0sM such that G'/(y^Pm)=^iJ GiLjyR^sLimRj. By the
definitions of Corr and Resr, these mean that (17) and (18) coincide with Corr
and Resr, respectively.
In the introduction of [5], it is said that fundamental exact sequences of
Tor can be obtained. Therefore by the same way as [8, section 2] we have
the following theorem from them and Lemma 5.1:
Theorem 5.2. Let N he a left P-module and define left P-modules Nt (z'^0)
inductively as N0=N and Ni^P^QNi^! for z^l. Then the sequence
Defr Cor>
0 <― HJA, r, N) < HJA, K, N) < HJf, K, N)
Complete relativehomology and cohomology
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Proposition 5.3. The following sequence is exact for any left P-module:
Inf0 Res0
0 ―> H0(A, r, M) >H0(A, K, M) >H0(F, K, M).
Ppoof. Take relative complete resolutions of type (2). Then by Proposi-
tions 1.1 and 3.2 Inf0 is a monomorphism and Ker Res0CZlm Inf0 holds. In fact,
if Reso((l(g>.K-l)(g)p7w)=O,Si LimRi=^]t (mtzt―ztmt) (finitesum) for some zt^F
and mt^M by Proposition 1.1, and so 2* (^i0r^i)(8)pw=Si (10rl)Rp^iWi?i
=0 holds in (ARrA)RPM, thatis,(l(g)rl)(g>pmEC^r(M). So Ker Resodm Inf0
holds. Define a /C-homomorphism <p:{ARrA)RPM^ (rRKF)RsM/Br0IK{M)
such that 9>(Uo(S)/'^i)(S)i≫m)=(l(8)xl)0s>l1m^o.Then for (10rl)(8)pmeC^r(M),
O=y>(O)=＼>(S<(/?i(8)rL<)0i,m)=S<(l(8)Kl)(8)5Lim^t holds. So ^ (K8)icD0^iW^
£5[/if(M) holds. Therefore Reso°Info{(lRrl)Rpm) = Si (l(g)tfl)(g>sLjrai?i=0
holds. Hence the proof is complete.
Lemma 5.4. Hr(r, K, M)=Hr(A, K, PRQM)=Hr(A, K, Horn(QP, QM)) holds
for any left P-module M and allr<BZ.
Proof. For a complete (P, /O-resolutionY of A, we have HT{F, K, M)=
HT{Y(&QM) by (16). Since P/Q is a Frobeniusextension,P<g)QM=Hom (eP, QM)
holds as left P-modules. Therefore Hr(Y RQM) = Hr(Y 0p(P(8>qM)) =
Hr(A,K,PRQM)^Hr(A, K, Hom(QF, QM)) holds.
Theorem 5.5. Let M be any left P-module and define left P-modules Ml
(zS^O)inductively as M°=M and M^Hom (QP, qM1"1) for i^>l. Then the sequence
Inf_r Res_r
0 ―-> H_r{A, r, M) >H_r(A, K, M) >H_r{r, K, M)
is exact for r^O if HJF, K, Mr~n)=0 (O^n^r-1).
Proof. By induction on r. The case of r=0 is proved by Proposition5.3.
Assume that the case of r=t holds. Consider the case of r=t+l. We use the
exact sequence (14) in section4. Put iV=Cokerr. Then since(14)is (P,in-
exact, we have QN<RQM＼ Therefore sN^t&sM^1 holds for allz^O, where
we put N°=N and Ni―Horn (QP, qN1'1) for /^l inductively. So we have
//_n(r,K, N[-n)=0 for 0^n£t. Hence the theorem holds for N and the case
of r=t. Moreover H_t(F, K, N)=Q holds. Then by Proposition3.1,(14)induces
the followingcommutative diagram:
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I3
H_t_u, r, M)
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Inf_t
H_t(A, K, N)
Inf_t_x
≫#_t_i
13"
U,K
Res_£
M)
1'
H_tJA, K, M1)
Res_t_!
H.tr, K, N)
H_Ur, K, M)
where d, dA and dr are connecting homomorphisms for (14), r is the homomor-
phism induced by r, and <pis the isomorphism of Lemma 5.4. The isomorphism
Hr(Y<S>QM)->Hr(A, K, M1) in the proof of Lemma 5.4 is induced by an isomor-
phism u : Yr(g)cM―>yV0P.M1 such that u(y^Qm) ― 3'0p[xo(g)x1―>//(x^mxx]
for y^Yr, m<=M and ^00^1^-P- Therefore ^°Res_{_i=f holds by Lemma 5.1.
M1 is (P, Q)-projective since P/Q is a Frobenius extension. Therefore d is an
isomorphism by Lemma 4.2. And dA is a monomorphism because by Lemma
5.4 H_t(A, K, Ml)=H_t(r, K, M) and i/_t(A ff,M)=0 holds by //_£(r,K, M)
RH_t(r, K, N)=H_t(r, K, Ml)=Q. Hence for the middle sequence of the com-
mutative diagram above, Theorem 5.5 holds.
6. Wait and fundamental exact sequences.
The complete (P, /O-resolution of A of type (2) is the complete projective
resolution defined in [7] and [9] since the modules of the resolution are P-
projective. Therefore the absolute homology and cohomology groups in [7] and
[9] are Hr(A, K, -) and Hr(A, K, -). Similarly for the complete (S, ir-
resolution of F of type (2), we have the same argument. Hence [7, Satz 2]
and [9, Theorem 10] show that the following holds.
Theorem 6.1. Waik {resp. WrnK) is an isomorphism for any left P- (resp
S-) module and any r^Z.
[10] also shows the resultabove by using a complete resolution.
We have the followingdiagrams for any leftP-module M from Proposition
4.5 and Theorem 6.1:
0 <― HXA, r, MA)
(19) l^,r
Defr
Hr(A, K, MA)
0 ≪― H-r-＼A, r, M) < H
Def"7"-1
＼＼VrAlK
-r-＼A,K,M)
CoiY
Hr{r, K, MA)
＼＼WhK
H-r-＼r,K,M)
Cor"1-1
(20)
(21)
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0 ―> H_r{A, r, MA)
0<―Hr~＼A, r, M)
Inf_r
Def-1
HJA
Hr~＼A
Res_r
K, MA) >H.r(r, K, MA)
r
IK
K M)
)＼VTh
Cor7-1
Hr~＼r,K,M)
Inf_r Res_r
0 ―> H.r{A, r, MA) >H.r(A, K, MA) >H.r(r, K, MA)
＼Va1t ＼＼WaJk
＼＼Wfh
0 ―> Hr-＼A, r, M) > Hr~＼A, K, M) >HT~＼r, K, M)
Inf"1 Res1-"1
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where diagrams (19) and (21) are commutative for r^l and r>2, respectively,
and the left half of (20) is commutative for r=0, 1. So if the top and bottom
rows of (19) (resp. (21)) are exact, W%r in (19) (resp. WjJr in (21)) is an iso-
morphism, and if the top and bottom rows of (20) are exact and H_r(F, K, MA)
=0, that is, Hr'＼F, K, M)―0, Wjfr in (20)is an isomorphism. Hence by results
of section 5 we have
Theorem 6.2. For any left P-module N, put left P-modUles Nt (*^0) induc-
tively as N0=N, Ni=PtS>QNi_1 for ij^l. Then for a left P-module M, the fol-
lowing statements hold.
(i) WTAir: HT{A, F, M^H-r~＼A, F, M) for r^l is an isomorphism if M
satisfiesthe condition Hn{F, K, (MA)r_n)=Q for ―l^n^r―1.
(ii) W%r : H0(A, F, ML)-^H~＼At F, M) is an isomorphism if M satisfiesthe
conditions H0(F, K, MA)=0 and H＼F, K, Afx)=O.
(iii) W-A)r'■H-^A, F, M*)-+H＼A, F, M) is an isomorphism if M satisfiesthe
conditions H0(F, K, (MA)0=0 and H＼F, K, M)=0.
(iv) W-AJr'-H_r(A, F, M^HT~＼A, F, M) for r^2 is an isomorpnism if M
satisfiesthe condition Hn(F, K, Mr_,_n)=0 for ―l^n^r―2.
Proof. For any left P-module N and all z^O, note that Ni = Nl holds as
left P-modules where N* is the F-module as in Theorem 5.5. Moreover for all
z'2^0(ATi)As(NA)f holds as left P-modules by induction. In fact, by induction,
we have (Ni)A = (ARrNi_1RAA)^A(g)r(Ni-.1)^A(g)r(N*)i_1^(N*)i. (i) follows
from [8, Theorem 2.6], Theorems 5.2 and 6.1. In fact, [8, Theorem 2.6] shows
that the bottom row of (19) is exact if H~n{F, K, Mr+1_n)―0 for 0£n<>r, and
Theorem 5.2 shows that the top row of (19) is exact if Hn(r, K, (MA)r_n)=0
for 0<n<r. Therefore (i) holds by Theorem 6.1 and the isomorphism (Nt)A =
(NA)i. Similarly by using the diagrm (20),(ii)and (iii)follow from [8, Proposi-
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tion 2.2 and Theorem 2.6], Proposition 5.3 and Theorem 5.5. And by using
the diagram (21),(iv) follows from [8, Theorem 2.1], Theorems 5.5 and 6.1.
By using Proposition 2.1 for (13) and (14), since the connecting homomor-
phisms are isomorphisms by Lemma 4.2, Wait is an isomorphism for any left
F-module and any z^Z if and only if Wait is an isomorphism for any left P-
module and some reZ. Hence we have
Theorem 6.3. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) WrA,r: Hr(A, f, MA)^H-r~＼A, F, M) is an isomorphism for any left P-
module M and any r^Z.
(ii) 0*-H-%A, r, My＼―H-＼A, K, M)^- H~＼F, K, M) is exact for any
left P-module M.
(iii) Inf_x: H_X{A, F, M^H.^A, K, MA) is a monomorphism and H＼A, K, M)
^ImF^Wnf^eKerDef0 for any left P-module M.
(iv) Def-1: H~＼A, K, M)-+H~＼At F, M) is an epimorphism and H0(A, K, MA)
= KerDef~x°^/ffcImInf0 for any left P-module M.
(v) 0 ^ HUA, F, MA)^ H.2(A, K, M^f^-l H_Z(F, K, MA) is exact for
any left P-module M.
Proof. We use (19),(20) and (21) for the proof.
(i)^(ii). For any left P-module M the top row of (19) is exact for the case
of r=l by Theorem 5.2 without any condition. Therefore ＼A/r is an isomor-
phism for any left P-module M if and only if (ii)holds. Hence (i)^(ii)holds.
(i)<=Kiii).The bottom row of (20) is exact for the case of r=l by [8, Pro-
position 2.2]. So if W~A)r is an isomorphism, Inf_: is a monomorphism and the
bottom row of (20) is split by W^K^ni-A^rY1. Therefore (iM(iii) holds.
If (iii) holds, it is easy to see that WA}r of (20) is an isomorphism. Hence
(iii)=4(i)holds.
(i)<^(iv). The top row of (20) is exact for the case of r=0 by Proposition
5.3. Hence (i)<^(iv)holds by the similar way to (i)<=>(iii).
(i)≪=>(v).The bottom row of (21) is exact for the case of r―2 by [8, Theo-
rem 2.1] without any condition. Therefore (i)≪=>(v)holds by the similar way
to (i)^(ii).
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7. The necessary and sufficient conditions on which
Wait is an isomorphism.
Put M={meM|(l(g)rl)(8)pmAeC^r(MA)} for any left P-module M where
Cd{r is the same as in Proposition 1.1, and put MA={m^M＼xm=mx for all
xgA} and Mr= {m<=M＼zm=mz for all zef}. M, MA and Mr are K-snb-
modules of M. Then we have the following theorem.
Theorem 7.1. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) WrAir: Hr{A, F, M^)―H-r-＼A, F, M) is an isomorphism for any left P-
module M and any r^Z.
(ii) WrAir:Hr{A, F, M*)-+H~r-＼A, F, M) is an epimorphism for any left
P-module M and any r^Z.
(iii) There are elements X^A and £eJr such that 1 = S,- riXL+Yn R^L,.
Proof. Induce Wait from (4). By Proposition1.1 and [8, Proposition1.2]
W-A)r can be regarded as a if-homomorphism from Cd{r(M*)/B*{r(MA) imo
MA/NA/r(M) such that
(22) ^/V(d(8)rl)0pmA)=Sj nmlj
for (l(g)rl)(g)pmAeC^r(MA), where NA/r(M)= {2* RimLAmEiM1'} and ~ stands
for the residue classes.
(i)=Xii). This holds obviously.
(ii)=Xiii).Consider the case of M=A. W2)r is an epimorphism. So since
1gAa, there is (l(g)rl)<g>P/*AeC^r(^A) such that ^r((l(g)rl)(g>p>*A)==l, that is,
Si rjllj―l holds. Therefore l ― YijrjXlj^NAir{A), that is, there is ?e/ such
that l=2jr^/;+2t #*££*･
(iii)=Xi). By using Proposition 2.1 for (13) and (14), since the connecting
homomorphisms are isomorphisms by Lemma 4.2, (iii)=Xi) holds if W^)r is an
isomorphism for any left P-module M. Let M be any left P-module. For X of
(iii),define a if-homomorphism <p: MA^Cd{r(M^) such that <p(m)=(lRrl)Rp(l.m)A.
This is well-defined. In fact since m^MA, we can define a if-homomorphism
Km＼URrARrA)RpA^{ARrARrA)RPML as Jcm((je0<g>r*iRr*2)Rp*A) =
(xoRr*i(g>rX2)Rp(*m)A. Since (l(g)rl)0p^AeC^ir(JA), we have
0=/cm(0)=:/cm(S4 (fli<g>rLi<g>rl)<g>^A-2i (l^r^i^rL*)^^)
= 23*(i?i(8)rLr(8)rl)(8)p^m)A-Si (l(8>ri?i(8)rLi)(8)p^w)A .
Therefore c> is well-defined. <p(NA/r(M))cJB^/1r(MA) holds. In fact, for any
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Si RtmLi^NA/riM), we havepCSi /?i/nLi)=S< (l(8)rl)(8)p(^iwLi)A = Si (lRrl)
^p{RimLiX)ii, and since m^Mr, we can define a /C-homomorphism ≪m:
(J(g)r^(8)r^)(8)p^A -≫(^(8)r^l)0pMA as A;m((x0(g)rx1(g)rx2)(g)pXA)= (xo0rjri)(S)p
(mx2x)A. Then we have
0=*m(0)=*m(2< (RiRrLiRrl)<8)p**-'Ei d^rRi^rL^p^)
Therefore <p(NA/r(M)) C 5d(r(MA) holds. So <p induces a /C-homomorphism
0 : MA/NA,r(M) - C^r(MA)/5d{r(MA). And we have 0°Fi/1r(URrl)Ri>mA)=
Ijj(XRrl)<8)p(lrjmlj)*. Further we have
S,-(lRrl)<g>pG*r,m/j)A= 2; (Wj)RrXrj)RPm*
= 2;(lRrr,v^)<g>pmA
=(l(8)rl)(8)pmA-Si(l(8)r/?t5Li)(g)i.mA by (iii).
Since ^eif, we can define a /f-homomorphism /Cf:(A^pA^rA^pM^ -≫
(yf(g)r^)(g)pMA as Cf((^0rXiRrx2)RpnA)=(*oC*)rXi)Rp(£x2≪)A for xo<S>rXi<g>r*2
eJ^rvi^r^ and neM. Then since (l(g>rD0pmAeC^/1r(MA), we have
0=*e(0)=*e(S* (i?iRrLi0rDRpmA-Si (10r/?i0rLi)0pmA)
= Si (^i^rli^Kf^-S, (l(8)ri?^Li)(8)pmA,
that is, Si (10ri?^i)0pmA e 5dir(MA) holds. Therefore ^o^jr = i holds.
For any in^MA/NA/r(M), we have
that is, W~A)r°^―＼holds. Thus ^/V is an isomorphism. Hence (i) holds.
Let M be a left P-module. Put ^/if(M)={Si ,i?ir,m/jLi|mGM} and
NriK{M)={%2iJrjmlj＼m<=M). Let Na/t(M) be the same as in the proof of
Theorem 7.1. Then by Theorems 6.3 and 7.1 we have
Theorem 7.2. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) WrAir: Hr(A, T, M*)<-H-r-＼A, T, M) is an isomorphism for any left P-
module M and any r^Z.
(ii) MA/NAIK{M)=NriK{M)/NAIK{M)RNAir{M)/NAlK{M) holds for any left
P-module M.
(iii) MA=NriK{M)+NA,r(M) holds for any left P-module M.
(iv) AA/NAIKU)^Nr,K{A)/NAlK{A)RNAir{A)/NA,K{A) holds.
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Proof. (i)=Hii). By Theorem 6.3 (iii),H＼A, K, M) = ImF^VInf-x c
KerDef0 holds. And we have H＼A, K, M) = Ma/Naik(M＼ Imf aU^-i =
Nr/K(M)/NA/K(M) and Ker Def°=lm Cor0^NA/r(M)/NA/K(M) by (4),Propositions
3.2,Lemma 4.4 and [8, Propositions1.2 and 2.2]. Hence (ii)holds.
(ii)=Xiii).This is trivial.
(iii)=Hi). Put M-A. Then Theorem 7.1(iii)holds. So (i)holds.
(ii)=4(iv).Put M―A. Then (iv)holds.
(iv)=X i). If (iv) holds,Theorem 7.1(iii)holds. So (i) holds.
Appendix of section 7.
Let M and N be left J-modules. In [3], by using complete {A, D-projec-
tiveresolutionsof M, the complete cohomology group HIa,d{M, N) is defined
for allrsZ. Similarly,when M is a right J-module, the complete homology
group HlrA-F)(M,N) is defined for all reZ. For a left J-module M,
Horn(KM, KK) is regarded as a right ^-module with the usual way, which we
denote by M*. Let N° be the module N with a differentstructureas a left
J-module such that X-n~l{X)n for X^A and neJV. Then forthe left P-module
M*RKN, we have Hr(A, F, (M*RKN)*)=H＼.A-r＼M*, N°) by the simple argu-
ment. SimilarlyHr{A, F, HomUM, KN))^Hra,r)(M, N) holds. Hence if WrA/r
is an isomorphism and M*(£)KN=Hom (kM, kN) holds as left P-modules, we
have HlrA-r＼M*,NQ)^HUrMM, N). For the caseof r=K, thismeans that we
obtain the same resultas [7, Satz 2] and [9, Theorem 10]. When we return
to general cases, we have
Theorem 7.3. Let M be a left A-module
phism for any left P-modules and any r^Z
and projectiveas a K-module, we have
Assume that WrAir is an isomor-
Then if M is finitelygenerated
Hl/-r＼M*, N°)= H-Jrr＼{M, N)
for any left A-module N and any r^Z.
Proof. Let km : M*(&KN-+Hom (KM, KN) be a left -P-homomorphism such
that KM(g<8>Kn)=[m―>g(m)n']. If M is finitelygenerated and projective as a K-
module, it is easy to see that km is an isomorphism. Hence H＼.A-r)(M*,N°)=
HTaJ＼(M, N) holds for any left A -module N and any r<=Z.
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8. The necessary and sufficientconditions for
Hr{G, K, -)~H~r-＼G, K, -).
Let G be a group and K a subgroup of finiteindex in G. Then in [6,
section 4], from complete (ZG, Z/O-resolutions of Z the complete relative
homology group Hr{G, K, M) and cohomology group HT{G, K, M) are defined
for ―oo<r<oo where M is a left G-module. In thissection we treatthe case
where G is a finitegroup.
For a subgroup K, let G=＼J'i=1giK be a left coset decomposition and
H: ZG―+ZK a two-sided Z/T-homomorphism such that for geG
Then for xeZG x=2?=i giH(gilx)=^ft=lH(xgt)gil holds. So the ring exten-
sion ZG/ZK is a Frobenius extension. Let 1 be the unit element of G, and
h : ZK-+Z a Z-homomorphism such that for k^K
h(k)=
i:
k=l.
Then for xceZK x = ^]keK kh(k-1x)=^kBK h(xk)k~l holds. So ZK is a Fro-
benius Z-algebra. Hence ZG is a Frobenius Z-algebra. Therefore we have
the Nakayama automorphism A: ZG-+ZG. By the definition in section 1 A is
the identity homomorphism of ZG. We put P=ZGRZ(ZG)°, and let Q and S
be the images of the natural homomorphisms ZK<g>z(ZG)°^P and ZK<g)z(ZK)°
-≫P respectively as in the previous sections.
We have the augmentation map s: ZG^Z with s(g)=l for g&G. Let M
be a left G-module. Then by putting(xo(g)zx1)-m=xom£(x1) for zo0z^i£-P and
m^M, M can be regarded as a left P-module, and then we shall denote M by
M£. As in the previous sections, we have the Z-homomorphism WZgizk '･
Hr(ZG, ZK, Ms)-^H-r-＼ZG, ZK, M.) for -oo<r<oo. Since Hr(ZG, ZK, Mt)
= Hr{G, K, M) and Hr(ZG, ZK, M£)^Hr(G, K, M) hold, we have a Z-homo-
morphism for all r^Z:
WhiK : Hr{G, K, M) ―^ H~r-＼G, K, M).
Let M be a left G-module. ZGRZKM and Horn {ZKZG, ZKM) are left ZG-
modules with the usual way. Then there are (P, O)-exact sequences
0 ―-> (Ker a ―-> (ZGR,* Af),
I
Me―>0
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0 ―≫ M£ ―> (Horn (zkZG, zkM)＼ ―> (Coker r),―-> 0,
where t-{x(g)ZKm)= xm and r(m) = [x ―>xra] for xeZG and raeM. Since
(ZGRz*M).=ZG<g)sXAf,^PRcM, and so (Hom(z*ZG, ^M))£ = (ZG(g)^M)cs
P(g)QMs holds, (ZG(gwM)s and (Horn (ZXZG, ZKM)＼ are (P, (?)-projective.There-
fore by using Proposition 2.1 for these exact sequences, since the connecting
homomorphisms are isomorphisms by Lemma 4.2, ＼Zgizk 'Hr{ZG, ZK, Ms) ―>
H~r~＼ZG, ZK, Ms) is an isomorphism for any reZ and any left G-module M
if and only if it is an isomorphism for some r and any left G-module M.
Z is regarded as a left G-module by s with the usual way. Then Z£is a
left P-module. We defined Zs as {zeZsKltg^Dfg^eCff^C^)} in section 7.
Z, is an ideal of the rinarZ, and we have
Lemma 8.1. Let
Then ZE contains＼K
＼K＼be the order of K and (G : K) the index of K in G
and (G: K).
Proof. Let G = ＼Jlt°[K)gtK be a left coset decomposition. Then by Pro-
position 1.1 we have B±yzK(Zt) = {2ti(gtRzKg?)RPz＼zsE.Zt} = {(XRzKl)Rp
(G:K)z＼z^Zs＼. Since B*?'ZK(Zs)aC*PZK(Ze) holds, Zt contains (G : K). In
(ZGRZKZGRZKZG)RPZe, we have 2, teiRz*S71R2tfl)Rj?|Kl-2i (lRz^iRzif
57^^1^1 = 2* (lRz^71Rz^l)Rp|/f|-2((lRz^iRz^l)Rp|A'l = 2i2*6Jf(lRz^
^"1^71Rz≪:l)Ri'l-2i2*eJf(lRZA-^*Rz^l)Rpl = 2^G(lRz^RZA:l)R/'l-2≪eG
(l^z^^z/fD^^O. Thus 1/CleZ, holds by Proposition 1.1.
Theorem 8.2. The followingconditionsare equivalent:
(i) WhiK'.Hr{G, K, M)^H~r-＼G, K, M) is an isomorphism for any left G
module M and any r^Z.
(ii) Whin: Hr{G, K, M)^H'r-＼G, K, M) is an epimorphism for any left G
module M and any r^Z.
(iii)K is a Hall subgroup of G, thatis, thereare t,z^Z such that 1-
K＼t+(G:K)z.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 7.1.
(i)=Xii). This is obvious.
(ii)=Kiii). Let M be a left G-module. For the P-module Me> (22) in the
proof of Theorem 7.1 is
^5o/**((IR*xl)Ri≫≫0=S*ejc ktmik-^^^K km
for (l(g)z^l)(g)pmeCf?^;f(M£). Regard Z as a left G-module by £ with the
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usual way and put M=Z. Then Wzgizk is a homomorphism from Czf/ZK(ZE)/
B*GlZK{Zs) into (ZS)ZG/NZG/ZK(ZS). (Z£)zg is Ze, and NzG/ZK(Zs) is (G : K)Ze.
Therefore since (ii)holds, there is teZ£ such that I=WZG/Z K((l(g)zKl)(g>Pt),that
is, T=S*e^ kt=＼K＼t holds. Hence there is z^Z such that l=|ifU+(G: /JT)z.
(iii)=Xi). By the argument before Lemma 8.1, (iii)=4(i)holds if Wzoizk '･
Cz.G'ZK(Ms)/BZG'ZK(Me)^(Ms)ZG/NZG/ZK(Ms) is an isomorphism for any left G-
module M. If (iii)holds, since Zs is an ideal of Z, by Lemma 8.1 we have
1eZ£, and so ?=MgZs holds. Therefore when we define a Z-homomorphism
<p:(M£)ZG-*CZ?/ZK(ME) such that <p(m)=(lRZKl)RPtm, it can be shown by the
same procedure as the proof of Theorem 7.1 that <pis well-defined, <pinduces
the Z-homomorphism 0: (Ms)ZG/NZG/ZK(M^Cz.G'ZK(Me)/Bz?'ZK(Ms), and 0 is
the inverse isomorphism of Wzgizk. Hence (i) holds.
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